Status of quantitative EEG (QEEG) in clinical practice, 1994.
Clinical quantitative EEG (qEEG) is a complex specialty that may include not only standard EEG but also digital ("paperless") EEG, topographic mapping, spectral analysis, spectral coherence, long latency and event related potentials (EP), significance probability mapping (SPM), dipole source localization methodology (DLM), and discriminant function analysis. There are three basic clinical uses: non-specific detection of organicity/encephalopathy, specific categorization of disease or clinical condition, and epileptic source localization. Extreme variations exist in the competency of laboratories practicing clinical qEEG; universally agreed upon standards of practice have not been established but there are a number of efforts to do so. As expected, the clinical value of qEEG to patients varies similarly. Criticisms of qEEG have now been answered: Color displays need not be deceptive. Statistical "capitalization upon chance" can be easily avoided. By training and with newer analytic procedures, artifacts can be recognized and often removed. Data based upon spectral analysis and EP can reliably classify clinical conditions thereby demonstrating a greater sensitivity to EEG/EP data than possible by conventional visual inspection. QEEG is clearly of clinical value when performed in concert with standard EEG and analyzed by clinicians with demonstrated competency in standard EEG followed by specialized training and demonstrated competency in qEEG. QEEG is not a simple substitute for conventional EEG and cannot be seen as a substitute for clinical competence. Although continuing to develop, qEEG technology has matured sufficiently and is now well established. Concerns regarding its clinical use have primarily resulted from its misapplication and misinterpretation stemming, largely, from inadequate personnel training and expertise.